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The Alternate sort (rlS0RT) is designed for Model I and rII TRS-80 tape
and disk systems. Approximately 1000 bytes of menory are required by the
program, depending on how many arrays you want to sort.
TASORT is designed to interact with Model f and III BASIC. The user is
responsible for writing a snal1 amount of SASIC eode to pass parameters to the
TASORT program. This is documented completely in the TASORT manual.
TASORT is compatible with all popular disk operating systems now on the
market, including LDOS, Newdos/8O 2.0, DOSPLITS, MultiDOS and TRSDOS, both
Mode1 f and fff versions.

allows sorting of up to 65 individual arrays. You may specify
sort is to be aseending, descending or tag-along (for each array).
All types of arrays nay be sorted, integer, single precision, double precision
and string. TASORT does NOT al1ow sorting of Multiply-dirnensioned arrays. I{e
are considering a product to do this and invite interested users to present us
with their uulti-ply-dimensioned configuration and clearly explain how they
want the sort to operate. Address information to TAS R & D, 704 North
TASORT

whether

Pennsylvania Avenue, Lansing, Mf 48906.

TASORT is eonpletely relocatable. This is an autornatie proeess. ff your
have no other machine language programs in high nernory, it will rnove to the
top of nemory end protect itself there by loading the high menory address used
by DOS (+o+gH in the Model I,4411H in the Model rIr).
rf you do have a high
memory nachine language program, this progran must also "protect" itself from
TAS0RT by loading the high nenory address. Most popular utilities

auiomatically do this.

TAS0RT is an "in-memory" sorting program. The data to be sorted nust be
present in the computer's menory. ff the data set to be sorted is l-arger than
nemory, the user must progran additional- BASIC statenents to handle the larger
data set.

The TASORf package includes test prograrns to demonstrate the actual BASIC
code needed to aecess TASORT. They fill arrays lrith randomly generated
values, sort them, and Disk BASIC versions display the elapsed sorting time.
A 500 element array of any variable tJrpe sorts in 5 to 6 seconds. Arrays of
1,OO0 elements sort in 12 lo 14 seconds, and 1 ,500 elements in 21-25 seconds.
Four arrays of 1,O0O elements each, sorted at one time but rith two arrays in
ascending order and two in descending order, take only a few seconds longer to

sort than a single array

does.

A feature of TASORT not found on any similar program (tfrat we know of) is
the ability to optionally treat null strings andfor nuneric values of zero as
being hisher in sorted order than anv other value. This allons null or zero
recoids ('usually records that have blen deleted) to be sorted to the end,
rather than the beginning, of a list of sorted itens.
When ordering TASORT, please specify whether you want tape or disk. All
versions are included on either media, since some people eannot access 40
track diskettes because of hardware linitations.

Direct all further inquiries and questions about TAS0RT to The Alternate
Source, Customer Service, 7A4 North Pennsyl-vania, Lansing, I{f 48906.

